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The Natural attractions of Singapore attract many tourists every year. This country is a popular
tourist destination that offers numerous tourist attractions. On your trip to Singapore, you will come
across numerous tourist attractions as Singapore is dotted with plenty of attractions. Some of the
famous tourist attractions of Singapore are mentioned below.

1. Jurong Bird Park: This largest bird Park in South East Asia and is spread over an area of 20
hectares. This park houses over 600 species of birds. On your visit to Jurong Bird Park, you can
venjoy All â€“Star Bird Show. In this show you will be entertained by beautiful parrots, flamingos and
other thrilling highlights.

2. Chinatown: This place is famous as the cultural heart of Singapore. Here you will get some
memorable sights of Singapore history. This place houses wonders of Chinese traditions, custom
and delicacies.

3. Little India: It is an area that includes small shops, nice smelling aromas and Hindi film music. A
perfect place to experience Indian community in Singapore. On your visit to this place, you can click
pictures of Hindu deities and enjoy delicious food.

These are some of the must see attractions of Singapore. Along with these there are many other
attractions in Singapore that include Zoological Gardens, Clark Quary, Esplanade â€“ Theatre on the
Bay, City Hall, Merlion Park, Little India, Sentosa Island and many more.

Getting tour packages to Singapore booked are a wonderful way to explore wide array of its
attractions in short period of time. It will also save you from the hassle of planning a trip. You can
get tour packages to Singapore booked online at Travel Hot. Here you will get different types of tour
packages that are very well designed. These packages include hotel, transportation, dining and an
itinerary of things to do on a daily basis on your trip.

If you are not satisfied with the packages that are available here, then you can get the package
customize according to your preferences. If you are planning to have honeymoon in Singapore then
you can go for Singapore honeymoon packages that are available here.

There are numerous advantages of getting a tour package to Singapore booked. The main benefit
of getting Singapore tour package booked is that all your needs of the trip are taken care of by the
tour agency. Most of the vacationers think that planning a trip is stressful. For such kind of
vacationers, getting the tour package booked for their vacation is the only way out.
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and a Holiday in Europe.
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